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CLASS OUTLINE

Roses, properly selected and cared for, can be among the most long-lived and productive 
plants in a desert garden. 

New Mexico has unique advantages and challenges for roses, even if you’ve successfully 
grown roses in other states.

We’ll discuss rose history, basic needs, selection, planting, care and pruning requirements 
to support a beautiful rose garden.

NMSU Growing Roses Guide:  http://aces.nmsu.edu/pubs/_h/H165/welcome.html
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BACKGROUND ON ROSES

Fossil evidence dates roses back 35 million years – in Persia and Greece then migrating to 
China and Asia. Europe saw first roses in early 17th century

Rosaceae family includes between 2,500 and 5,000 species in 90 genres such as:
Almonds, Apples, Apricots, Blackberries, Cherries, Peaches, Pears, Plums, Quince, 
and Apache Plume

Long been a symbol of love, beauty, politics and war - “War of the Roses”

17th century Europe, especially in France, used roses and rose water as legal tender

Today there are 14,000 varieties of roses including cultivars that can survive temperatures 
down to -40 degrees or up to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. 



BASIC NEEDS FOR ROSES TO THRIVE

1. Well drained deep 50% loam soil over a good clay sub soil
2. Slightly acidic soil 6-0 to 6.9 pH
3. Nitrogen and phosphorous to feed the plant
4. Six hours of sunshine daily
5. Protection from high winds
6. Good air circulation

GROWING CONDITIONS IN SANDOVAL COUNTY

1. Predominately sand with limited organic matter - 5% or less
2. Average soil pH 8.0 to 8.2 – very alkaline
3. Soil restricts access to nitrogen and slightly deficient in phosphorous
4. Intense sunshine, 290 days /year average
5. Average winds of 10 mph with gusts to 30+ mph
6. Hardiness Zones 6B-7A-7B depending on area
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LOCAL COMPENSATIONS: 
CORRECTING THE BASICS – SUN / WIND

Morning sun – rather than afternoon; 4 hours is adequate in NM

Summer winds predominately from the South (June 29 – Sept 19) - PROTECTION REQUIRED

Fall/Winter/Spring winds from the West  (Sept 19 – June 29) - PROTECTION REQUIRED
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BASICS ON ROSE SELECTION - PARENTAGE

 GRAFTED  

 Advantages  – More varieties to chose from

 Disadvantages – Suckers, risk of die back to root stock

 OWN ROOT

 Advantages – Roots same rose as above ground
Becoming more common and more varieties annually

 Disadvantages – Not all roses are easily available as own root
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BASICS ON SELECTION – PACKAGING

Bare Root
Advantage – Cost

Availability
Varieties
Spring planting is optimal

Disadvantage – Time from plant to bloom

Container
Advantage – Can plant year round

Earlier blooms

Disadvantage – Limited local selection
More expensive

Both can be 

grafted or 

own root
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BASICS OF SELECTION – Growth Patterns

CLIMBING – 7 to 20’ tall by 6-20’ wide
ENGLISH - 3 – 6’ tall by 4-5’ wide

FLORIBUNDA – 2-4’ tall by 4’ wide
GRANDIFLORA – 4 - 8’ tall by 3-5’ wide

GROUNDCOVER – 1-2’ tall by 3-6’ wide
HEIRLOOM – 3-12’ tall by 3’6 feet wide

HYBRID TEA – 3-5’ tall by 2-3’ wide
LANDSCAPE – 1-7’ tall by 1-8’ wide

HEDGE / SHRUB / TREE
MINIATURE – 2-3’ tall by 1-2’ wide

RAMBLING - 8-20’ tall by 4-6’ wide
RUGOSA – 3-8 tall by 4-6’ wide
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CLIMBERS – IDEAS
Can be English, Floribunda, Grandiflora or Heirloom Blooms

Clarence House is particularly adaptable to all soil conditions 

Blaze Climbing Rose Clarence House - Fragrant Don Juan – Fragrant!
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ENGLISH ROSES – IDEAS

Often referred to as David Austin roses.  Hybrid focused on vigor, scent and repeat bloom

Available as  Climber, Rambler, Shrub, and Tree roses  Rated zones 5-11

Lady Emma Hamilton Jubilee Celebration Graham Thomas
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FLORIBUNDAS – IDEAS

Ideal when massed for color – such as informal hedge – Repeat blooms  Zone 4-10

Frida Kahlo

Fragrant

Iceberg

Fragrant
Drop Dead Red

Fragrant
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GRANDIFLORA – IDEAS

Cross between Hybrid Tea and Floribunda. First Grandiflora was Queen Elizabeth in 1954

Rated Zones 5-9

Queen Elizabeth Love Strike It Rich
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GROUNDCOVER – IDEAS

Newest “category” of roses. Not a specific “variety” yet. 
Nonstop bloom, disease resistant, low maintenance  Rated Zones 4-10

Caveat:  They do NOT choke out weeds
Some Trade names:   Blanket, Drift and  Flower Carpet

Rainbow Happy Coral Drift White Meidland
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HEIRLOOM – IDEAS

In existence before 1867; Oldest are Gallica, Damask Rose, Albas and Bourbons.  

Generally shrubs or ramblers.  Sturdy, disease resistant, often repeat bloomers.

Extensive hybridization  of the original plants

Grown in Zones 5-7       Not a great choice for Sandoval County

Cecile Brunner Jacques Cartier Little White Pet
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HYBRID TEA – IDEAS

Oldest ‘classification’ of MODERN roses.    Grown in Zones 4-10

Most fragrant of all roses – Mr. Lincoln hybrid tea

Blue Girl Mr. Lincoln Crescendo
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LANDSCAPE ROSES  - IDEAS

This group refers  to a cross-category class of roses that are easy care, minimal pruning, quickly 
fill a space, and provide a long season of color.  Sometimes referred to as Hedge roses or Shrub 
roses.

Some trade names are:  Knockout, Simplicity or Meidland roses

Rose Knockout Simplicity Hedge Rose Carefree Spirit
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MINIATURE ROSES - IDEAS

Miniature roses are miniatures of Hybrid Tea roses. 
Often are more winter hardy than their larger cousins. 

Plant them high enough to see and smell

Lemon Drop Bridal Sunblaze Gourmet Popcorn
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RAMBLERS – IDEAS

Bloom once a year – Repeat flowering Ramblers are being developed
Ideal for blocking unsightly views. Can reach 60’ tall at maturity.  Recover from a hard prune.
More pliable stems than climbers, easier to weave though fences, pergolas, arches  

Lady Banks is a Rambler or a climber – depending on the source

Open arms          Super Excelsa       Lady Banks
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RUGOSA – IDEAS
Often sold as “native” rose – BEWARE:  native to Eastern Asia

Advantages:  Low maintenance, tolerant of  all soil type and pH, cold tolerant, pest 
resistant, produce lots of hips 

Disadvantages:  Need a lot of space, can become invasive, vicious thorns, limited 
bloom in late spring, early summer.  Hybrid versions are repeat bloomers

Austrian Copper Rose         Pink Rugosa                 Belle Poitevine Rugosa 
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THORNLESS ROSES*

Twelve Roses Generally Accepted as Thornless*

•Bleu Magenta (Hybrid Multiflora, mauve)

•Chloris (Alba, light pink, very fragrant)

•Goldfinch (Hybrid Multiflora, light yellow/white, 

fragrant)

•Hippolyte (Gallica, mauve/red blend)

•Kathleen Harrop (Bourbon, light pink, fragrant)

•Lady Banks Rose (Species, white or yellow)

•Lykkefund (Large-flowered Climber, white/light 

yellow)

•Mme. Legras de St. Germain (Alba, white, fragrant)

•Mme. Plantier (Alba, white, fragrant)

•Tausendschön (Hybrid Multiflora, pink blend)

•Veilchenblau (Hybrid Multiflora, mauve, fragrant)

•Zéphirine Drouhin (Bourbon, medium pink, fragrant)

*some thornless varieties may have a rare thorn or two, or small thorns
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RAREST ROSE

Blue Girl  (HT)                                        Applause ‘Blue’ rose

Blue Rose: Symbol of “True Love” 

Rarest rose color of all – no pure BLUE roses - yet
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PICK THE SPOT – THE RIGHT SPOT
Pick a spot for your new roses – Generally, roses are planted together in ‘beds’ rather than 
“popcorn” planting

Needs minimum of 6 hours of sunshine (here 4 is plenty) or bright shade per day

Protected from South wind in the summer and West wind in the fall, winter and spring

Need minimum of 4’ between bushes, except miniatures

Need 4’ between rose and walkways/patios

Air circulation is essential – 3’ away from walls and fences

Good drainage with organic matter

Easy access to water – drip irrigation is best
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PREPARING TO PLANT YOUR NEW ROSE

Bare root roses – Soak in a bucket of water for 24 hours to re-hydrate

Container roses – Remove from the container and tease apart the roots, if girdling the 
root ball then slice up the sides of the roots in two or three places. 

All roses – Snip off any damaged stems or roots
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DIG IN – PREPARING THE BED

Dig the hole only slightly larger than the root system 

Do NOT add fertilizer to the planting mix – delays growth and can damage roots

Mix a quart, or so, of peat, well-aged manure or other organic matter with the soil.  
In NM, the blend will be two-parts amendment to one-part native soil

Make a cone in the bottom of the hole

Spread the roots over the soil cone. Position the plant so the bud union is just above the top 
of the grade – to allow for mulching
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DIG IN – PREPARING THE BED (cont.)

Work amended soil around roots to eliminate air pockets. Fill with water to level the soil 
around the roots and fill three/fourths full

Fill hole with water and allow it to drain, refill it with water again 

Double check bud union height

Fill remainder of the hole with soil and tamp lightly  

Trim the plant to three - five strong canes 8 to 12” long.  Remove all weak, twiggy growth

Mound up soil 6” over and around the plant.  As the buds sprout, gradually remove the 
soil – within two weeks.  Loosen the plant name tag

When vigorous growth starts – THEN fertilize the plant  

Add 2-3” of organic mulch to dress the plant base – making sure to keep away from 
stem/bud union
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KEEPING ROSES HAPPY

Roses need a moderate amount of soil moisture throughout their root zone

Watering too often or too lightly encourages shallow roots

Irrigate around the perimeter of the plant – not up against the stem

Sandy soil  - water to 12” deep – water every third day first year, once a week after

Loamy soil – 6 to 10” deep – water every 8 to 15 days once established

Clay soil – 4 to 5” deep – water every 15 to 30 days once established

In hottest weather water more frequently, still watering deeply

Water in the morning 

Preferable to not water the leaves – except for periodic hosing to combat aphids and 

thrips

Keep rose beds tidy – don’t like messy feet!  Toss all leaves/blossoms/clippings rather 

than recycle
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FEEDING ROSES -NEW & ESTABLISHED

Water first – then fertilize (follow printed directions)

Roses are heavy feeders of nitrogen – should be fed every four to six weeks beginning just after 
bud break in early spring

Continue feeding regularly until three weeks before the average date of first fall frost 
(October 15)

Roses also need phosphorus – essential to developing flowering buds. One-fourth cup of 
10-10-0  or 10-20-0 fertilizer worked evenly into the soil under the canopy of the newly 
pruned bush in early spring gets roses off to a good start.

Apply equal amounts of fertilizer when growth reaches four to six inches and again when first 
blooms have faded – should be adequate phosphorous for the season

Do not add potash to the soil – most NM soils have more than adequate levels
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FEEDING THE ROSES – DIY OPTIONS

Peat Moss – Dig down 12” into the soil

Bone meal – (Phosphorous)  One cup per plant around the base and scratched in

Coffee grounds – (Nitrogen) Repels pets  – slightly moves soil from neutral to acidic

Banana Peel – (Potassium) Helps boost roses immune system

Epsom Salts - (Magnesium) Helps support “lush” dark green foliage

Sulfur – Slightly lowers the pH of alkaline soils

Human Urine  - High levels of nitrogen, potassium and phosphorous; 8 water/1 urine
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SOMETHING’S WRONG – NOW WHAT?
Pale green leaves – nitrogen deficiency

Yellow leaves in spots – virus

Black spots on leaves - fungus

Older leaves dropping  without turning yellow – phosphorous deficiency

Light yellowing at tips of leaves – iron deficiency

Buds turning brown before blooming – aphids

Yellow mottled pattern on leaves – Spider Mites

Rose bush dies back – Borers

Outer leaves on blossoms turn brown and die – Thrips

Browning leaf tips and margins of older leaves – salt burn
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EVEN IN NM ROSES CAN GET DISEASES

Powdery Mildew – requires repeated fungicide spraying throughout growing season
Can find resistant varieties. Climbers are most susceptible

Canker, Cane Blight, Dieback Kill – Several possible reasons.  Good sunlight and airflow 
reduce the risk

Crown gall – appearance of rough galls or swellings on the roots or the crown of the 
bush – bacterial disease

Cane blight Powdery Mildew
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PRUNING ROSES – ART & SCIENCE MEET 
Pruning improves the quality of the blooms, regulates the size and shape of the plant and
removes diseased and damaged parts

Equipment needed:
Sharp by-pass pruners
Long handled loppers
Thick Leather gloves – elbow high are worth the investment
Plastic marking tape
Anti bacterial wipes or spray

BASIC CUT
Cut one-fourth of an inch above the nearest outward facing bud – using a 45-degree angle
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PRUNING ROSES – SHAPING THE BUSH
Major pruning best done late March to mid-April   Be done by “tax day”

Take off any dead, broken, damaged or blotched canes. Remove all suckers

Take off any weak, spindly canes or any growing into the middle of the plant 

Recommend marking the segments to cut out with bright plastic tape – re assess THEN 
pick up the pruners/loppers.

Sterilize lopper, saw and pruner blades between plants
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PRUNING NUANCES FOR DIFFERENT ROSES

In hot parts of the state roses should be allowed to grow larger than in cold areas

Higher pruning will produce more flowers early

Lower pruning produces fewer and bigger flowers

Climbing roses blossoms  on one to two-year-old wood
Prune climbers AFTER heavy spring blossoms have faded
If not pruned for several years – prune when canes are dormant for visibility to canes

Remember THE HAND or The VASE
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WITH PREPARATION - ROSES THRIVE HERE

Plant selection

Site Selection – six hours of sun

wind protection

air circulation

Soil preparation

Proper planting

Consistent and moderate watering

Pest and disease management

Proper pruning 

American Rose Society:  WWW.ROSE.ORG Copy of Rose Selection Guide

http://www.rose.org/
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COMPANION PLANTS FOR ROSES
Plant companions at least one foot away from the roses 

Maintain excellent air circulation

All act as living mulch – suppress weeds and lightly shade the soil

Look Good with Roses:
Lavender (Laveandula)

Catmint (Nepeta)

Pinks (Dianthus)

Like the Same Conditions as Roses:

Heilotropes (Heliotropium)

Summer Snapdragons (Angelonia)

Lantana 

Verbena

Million Bells Petunia (Calibrachoa)
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COMPANION PLANTS FOR ROSES (cont.)
Plant companions at least one foot away from the roses 

Rose Companion Plants that Discourage Pests:

To ward off aphids and prevent black spot - Garlic, chives, 

ornamental alliums, increase perfume of roses  

To ward off Japanese beetles and aphids' plant:  

Scented Geraniums, Rue, Feverfew, Parsley, Thyme, Marigolds, 

Culinary Sage, Agastache, Russian Sage, Lavender, Yarrow, Oregano, or Catmint



The End

Kate Shadock, SCMG
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